From Tianhui To Chengdu
As a generic concept, the roman-fleuve was first coined by French critics of the early 1930s to reflect the surge of an increasingly popular literary form in France during the first half of the twentieth century. Besides Balzac's and Zola's works of the nineteenth century, the most notable examples of the romanfleuve include Romain Rolland's (1866-1944) ten-volume Jean-Christophe (1905-12), and Marcel Proust's (1871-1922) seven-part À la recherche du temps perdu (In Search of Lost Time, 1913-27).118 Rolland first used the river metaphor in his preface to Jean-Christophe to describe his own work in the genre. The roman-fleuve denotes a series of novels-each complete in itself-following the life of one central character, a group of characters, or successive generations of a family to depict change within the larger social unit of the community, or within the individual, in a continuous narrative flow.
As Lynette Felber remarks, the most unique feature of the roman-fleuve is the multiplicity of plots; no longer do plot lines conform to the linearity of a beginning, middle, and ending. The roman-fleuve inherently privileges narrative openness over closure, and "it differs from the long novel in its prevalent use of extraneous narrative substructures, extractable narratives within the comprehensive framework of the whole novel. Whereas in the long novel various plot lines and characters eventually converge, in the roman-fleuve many are, or seem to be, dispensable."119 In short, the roman-fleuve shifts from a rather strictly defined narrative format to a more diffuse pattern of expansiveness, proliferation, and connection, which complicate closure and unity. The dynamics of plot suggest that "a thorough preconception of the details and structure of the entire work is unlikely."120
The expansiveness of the roman-fleuve allows a monumentality in depicting change within the larger social unit, the community, or within the individual. It also poses both practical and aesthetic problems that may have relegated it to the margins of the canon. The genre lends itself well to such vast subjects such as "bildung, social change, history, and time," but the length and complexity of the roman-fleuve make it fall into the lacunae in the critical space of our
